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SUBTYPE DlFFERENCES OP BASAl. CELL CARCINOMAS. MT Ba.s1ixDs. Y Que, IN Douwt:s Bavinck. 
_ oIllemwo1ocY. lhUv"'''Y 80<piull.e_ The Noll>erlan<k. 
Several Iypes of buaI ceU carciDomas (BCCs) CUI be recognized The two Il105t ccmmon types, oodub:r Bce and 
a.perftdal (multifoc::aJ) BCC, differ not oo1y in hmoJocy but abo in clinical I:Spect. souesting diffueoccs m 
etioIocY. MtCormad t( III found that tIE mean age d ~ticm: with supafidaI ace. .... sicnifiaotJy kJwer than 
01 p.tic:ms ...nb other types 0( BCC (absna. 3" f)'DlPOSium on the epidemiology or mel.anorna and DOO-lDdanoc)'tic: 
&kiD CIDCtl. Va.ocouw::r. CuadI 1996). We set (U an lnvesti,adoo ., look fot difft.mlO::S In !be Bee subtypes. 
fClCUSiD& OQ th8 DOWlar md IlIpCrlic:UJ SCCs. 
The rab of 721 patierlb trealed or under c:onuoJ for BCC benr.'fCII january 191.5 and deoe:mbct 1995 wen. 
&Dl.lyud in flIIPOCC 10 ptrlent and tumor aspects. Eleven bimlogicaJ su~ wen: JaX'ed indudina mixed and 
lIlkDowu Iypes. Pltic:ols wUh xc:rodeonI pigmeDtarum and basaI-<.clJ-oc~e were excludod. 
The 721 J)ltieDts (O~ women. 51S tDM) had together. total of t.S56 llID(Q or which 581 (37$) oc:cmred in 
... cmea and 975 (63$) in men. Of the llImIXI, 721 (46$) were nodular BCC!I, 217 (WI) ,uperfJda1 BCCs and 618 
(.oS) I:Jekq:cd to otlw hl:swioPcll typeS. The oodulu oro occurred iD 64S in men, the IUpUficlal BCCs in 
59$. Of the 721 J)IIlicnIs 2tiO hid oo.1y I CI' IlKR DOdular BCCs. 60 bad only I or moce superficial sees, 27 had 
bach DOOOlar and superlicill BCCs and In had • combiDalioo of nodular and/or ,~ BCCs with ocher 1)'ptS. 
The meaD ace 01 the ptbmtl II diaposb ol the f'int tumor .... 625 yela (<< women aDd 61.6 for mm. The mean 
&&e oItbt! patic::Qts al d.ia,podt of the rust DOWIar BCC was 63,3 yean: and of the supc:rficW 9CC .52.7 yean (fur 
aD the tumon m:p. M.6 and 56..5 years). Sinyw:o."eII pert:all of Ihe nodulu ttmKQ was toc:a.lCd 00 the raoe and 73$ 
ofthelUpCrl"w::iaItumcnootbetnmk.. 
Most ace. oa:und in IIIm, especWly with nprd 10 the nodular Bees, .. ilicb was also the moa oommoo type. 
'Ibc IIOdular type maioly ocx:ua on the r.ce. the supIrl"lCiaI type mainly 00 the tnmk.. Superficial BCCs 0CQlf 
sipzi6c:amjy • )'OU:1l&CI" qes than aochLbr types. A combinaboa or DOdular and supea:fKia1 typN does DOt fmqueotly 
occ.ur. Punbcr (~) mse:aoch oecds to be ~ to uplain these dUferr.ocr:s and OJ cxc!udc possiblt: bW 
timed by the Rlocti<m rX pltiems who "ue rd"ear.d 10 our ~w. 
3 
THE EVALUATION OF A SKIN CANCER PREVENTION INTERVENTION FOR CHILDREN, 
ftJ'ffie~a~l~=MJ~~w~urEtQ"J;:U~~~!~~~i of 
MedJdne .nd School of Public Health. O>apel HIlL NC 
Skin cancer is the most common Il\iJ.llgnancy in the U.s. today and exposure to ultraviolet (lJV) 
light is a major risk factor. We therefore developed an intervenUon based on an interactive CD-
ROM program wh.1ch teaches 3rd and 4th grade schoolc:hildrcn about sun-protective behaviors. 
~~ U:r~~~=z=::~n~~oJo~o==~~\:nowlcdgeon 
the impacts of ~ radiaUo~ and change attitudes and behavior toward more sun-protective 
practices. We compared the effectiveness of this program to teacher-led cUdactJc sessions.. 
A local elementary school volunteered as the test site. Eight 3rd and 4th grade classes (226 
students) were randomized into three groups.: CD-ROM intervention (3 classes), reguLv teocher-
led sldn health (2 classe:s), and controls not receiving any skin health program 0 classes). 
Studet1ts were tested uslng pre- and post-intervention surveys induding a 6 month follow-up. The 
questionnaire assessed 4 categories: knowledge about sldn cancer nnd sun protection, attitudes 
regarding tanning. bchavionU practices of UV protection. and demographics. Results were 
analyud using an analysis of covariance and factor analysLs. 
Sixty-five percent o( chlld,cn had skin types with signi!lcu1tly Increased risk (or skin cancer, and 
.w~ had one or more sunburns the prior month. An analysis of covariance indicated a $ignWcant 
increase in post-intervention knowledge for the CD-ROM groUt when compared to either the 
~5)~1f.~;~ep~~~~r;;~~a~:u~~a~7~~5:~~~~ 
=ga:=:lear~~~t~~~::' ~~~v~~e.t == ~~o;:!:rf~ethe 
lont !~o;;;:S~U:::l;.t thls nev.· health educational tool is more effective than typical 
dassroom health courses. This prototype may serve as a model ror the development of future 
primary preventive school-based programs, including appUcntions to oiherconditions w1Uch may 
be a.ssodated with high-risk behaviors among children. 
5 
FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITII EVER HAVING HAD SCREENING FOR SKIN CANCER . 
SA Lew HI Hall M Nadel DS May be C'.eller OS Miller and UK Koh , 
Dept. of Dermatology, Boston Univ. School s of Medicine, Boston, MA 
and Centers for Disease Control and prevention, Atlanta, OA . 
Regular skin cancer examinations (SCE' e) by a physician might 
lead to earlier diagnoses of melanoma. This cross-sectional 
population study profiles persons wbo bad ever had a SCE among 9l0B 
adult white cancer-free respondents to the 1992 National Health 
Interview Study Cancer Control Suppl ement. METHODS: Non- whites and 
people who had ever had any type of cancer were excluded from the 
12,035 non-institutionalized US adults who responded ( an 87\ 
compliance rate). The remaining 910B adults were divided into ten 
strata: men and women ages 18-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50 - 64, and 65-99. 
Stratum sizes varied from 530 to 1263. The sample included o ne 
adult per household, selecting households in a two -stage national 
random sample. On each stratum a weighted ( to represent the us 
population ) logistic regression model was run with a c utoff 
p-value of 1t. RESULTS: Most strongly associated witb the outcome 
"ever had a seE " were .sunscreen use" and "education beyond high 
school (hs)". Other factors were "more frequent doctor visits" , 
"having more medical conditione", and "having ever had any other 
cancer screen-. Overall 22% reported ever having had a SCE . The 
rate rose from 9' in men 18 ·29 to 31\' in me n 64-99. It rODe from 
11' in women 18-29 to 2Bt in women 50-64, but dropped to 25\' in 
women 64 - 99 . Comparing persons unlikely to use sunscreen to t hose 
very likely to do so, in most strata the ·very-likely" persons were 
2 to 3 times more likely to have ever had a seE. The same obtained 
when comparing those wi til more than h e to a thooe with a hs or less 
education. CONCLUSION: Those more likely to have ever had a SCE use 
sunscreen, are educated, and know about or have had other types of 
cancer screening. This suggests that access to and familiarity 
with health care services oromote seE. 
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SKIN CANCER INCIDENCE IN SOUTHEASTERN ARlZONA, 1985-1995. 
Robin B Harris Pave Alberts Tom Moon Arizona Cancer Center. University 
of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona. 
Surveys in 1969 in Arizona showed some of highest skin cancer TIltes in the ","'Orld. 10 
1985. the Southeastern Arizona Skin Cancer Registry was started to: confinn the skin cancer 
rrues. monitor for changeS in incidence by type of cancer, gender, age. and location of tumor, 
and provide a source for rccru.ittnent into epidemiologic S1udies. 
11t.ree counties participate in the registry for a population of about one million. 
Pathology records from pathology services and dermatology practices are regularly reviewed 
throughout lhe counties. Squamous cell carcinoma (SeC) skin cancer and melanoma were 
identified from 1985- 1995. Bn.saI ceU carcinoma (BeC) was regiS1ered for selected years. By 
the end of 1995, records on 85,614 skin cancers were registered for 64,609 iodjviduals. The 
registry accrued 22 19 see cases in 1995, 725 sec in-situ, and 178 malignant melanoma. 
Age and gender specific incidence rules \\'Cre calculated for specific cancer types. Age-
adjusted rates were ca1cu1nted using the 1970 US population. 
lncidence of all skin cancer types remains higher thnn most areas of the US. The age-
adjusted incidence in 1995 for melanoma was 17.81100,000 for women and 321100,000 for 
men. while the incidence of sec for women was 1151100.000 and 257/ 100.000 for men. 
However, since 1985. the incide.occ of sec plateaued and possibly decrenscd for both men 
and \\IOmen. The plateau and decline was most apparent for perwns>50 years of age. In 
conl.nlSt. the incidence of sec in-situ steadily increased over the time period for men and 
women. Melanoma rates showed more fluctuation over time and by gender. with incidence 
increasing for o lder men. Potential reasons for the changes in wn cancer trends will be 
discussed. 
4 
mE FREQUENCY OF SKIN CANCER SCREENING EXAMlNA nONS COMPARED TO OTHER 
CANCER SCREENING EXAM1NA nONS BY PRIMARY CARE PROVIDERS. PIDItI G EMc:rman 
JObDCooguo PaoPi01aY Caml;s rlfQ'RCE Huokele Rohcns Kinna Dqw1mmtofMed~ VA 
Medical Center. We.u Haven, CO. Depatmelll or Medicine, VA MediuJ Center. Miami, FL.l)cpInmcnt 
orDennatology University orMiami, MiamI. Ft 
The puzpos.e or our study wu to de'termine the &cqum..-yof skin cancer sttccntn.a as compmd to 
other commonly emplo)'Cd caucer &aa:niu& cxamfnatioru; in a priawy care tett:ina within the two VA 
Medica) Centen. A retrospective review or patiC:m: records (balffrom each emtcr) "'-..., performed to 
dctennine the fRqucncy of commonly employed cancer JCfCIenin& cnminarioos amoo.a pWealS oYer 52 
yean of I&e wbo b.d bet.o followed for aI least two years at. VA primary cae cli:ntc. Scnerti:na 
cuminatiow included c:uu.neow examination for skin c:anccr; cliaitaI rt.CbI uaminatioo fer proswo 
eumination; digital rec:ta.I c.xaminaDoo. fecal occult blood tcstin.& and flexible li.amokbcopy (if the 
patia:lt had been followed for the put 5 :rc-rs) foe' colon caooer; mmunOlflPky for breut cancer, and. 
pap smear rorcervical cancer. Patients wcrecxcludcd iftbcyhad DOt bad. C<mpkU pbysiuJ e;uminatica 
during this time period or if they bad bceq:teal by. derma1Dlogiit prior to the IWdy period. Two buudrtd 
pa1ia:lt ch.aru were reviewed (191 mco). Sixty-fourpercart badrcccaleominalion, S8%hJdp!"OlWt: 
c:'am~ons.. 59,j% had te:stine for fecal occult blood, and 76% (92 of 127 patients) bad. fIcn'ble 
Sl8llloidoscopy. Six ordle seven women (83%) lwi both SC'tCDiDa lIwnmocr-pby and. p"p ane.-. 
T\rfent)'-eiaht pen:ent(2S%) oftbe patients had skin cancerCXlnlinations. UtiliDna a two-tailed t test, the 
difference between those patients tmdaJoing skin cancer scrccniDS and all ortbe otherc:ancer JCRICIlina 
examinations wu ,tatisticaU)' significant (P<O.OOOI). l.n our SdliDa. we found a low frcqueneyorsldn 
ea;uter ~ as compared to other canoe.- Ja'CIeOina examination!. ThO su&acsb thai mOlt patienu may 
not receive ~lWe akin t.II:amination by their primary care pb)'Jk:ians. These physicians should add skin 
eauccr ICfeeI1ina as part of their annual caocer~ protoo>t or paCelIb should been by damatologim 
on. regular basis for skin cancer sc:rcenin&. 
6 
HOST-RELATED AND ENVIRONMENTAL RISK FACfORS FOR CllTANEOUS BASAL CEU. CARCINOMA. 
Sj}yia lAY'ti AD!" Pi I.AMm I.uisi N.ldi Department ofDenna.tology. Uoiwnity of Milan. Derprno. Italy. 
. IluaI cdI carcmoma i. ('IrObably the molt common malignant tumor obIerwd it! white populatioN wortwick. OeIpite 
ru ~ueocy. then! i •• paucity of data on rWc: r.cton. We cooduCled • cue-c:otIlJ'OIltUdy wUhia the &amewotIc oftbc 
Italian <n:ouP ~r Epidemiolosic R.r:seatch in Demw~ • • odwOI'k of botpitaI.bucd dernwologie 0IUreI ia ltaIy. 
Co~UVc pabenll wTtb.. DeW diagnoIi.s of buaI cell can::moma were kientified and asked to puticipl!e in the study. 
Cues with. pte\iow diJposiJ ofbual cd1 can:inoma WfRexduded. As eontroI.lllbjects., ",,&elected pWeru admittad 
to the wne boapitalswith oewty diagnoted bOn-demu.tologic: diseuea. A total of5]4 CIIeI aDd 512 eomrolJ eatered the 
Jtudy. Leu lhan J per taU of cua and oootrob refused to participat.e. A IUndardiud quesriormairc",u adminUured to 
both euca ~ contml. by trtined imcrvi",,"- Qucstioru coaceroed pe:nonaIUbit&, the Iifetimo bWot)' ofam GJIC*n 
for ~naI. and OCOJpatiooaJ purpolCl., apoIW'CI to other non-aoW IOUf'OtS of ultnvio1ct r.diatioa.. biatory of 
~ ilIcIuding the number and aevair)', expou-e to iooiring ...m.tion. put dcrmatologie complaiotJ and aciJlon of 
skin k:sio~ and family and penonal tUtory of selected twnon. Cues LOCI. comrols "''U'C abo e:umined by trained 
dcmLIIloloSWI who coUClCted data on pigmeuuy tmll, .,lar Icmigo. actinic bmOliJ and r.umbcor of melaaocytic DeVi 
~ to or grater than l mm in diameter on the upper arms. A stroag UJOciatioo ", .... observed betvr.'eeG buaI. cdl 
and red hair (OR., 9.1 compared to black bair colour) and blue or arem eye co&our (OR 6.1 and S.7. 
respec:bVdy. ootnpal'td to black eye colour). Thoee who burnt easily bad. rwo-fokS iocreascd rUt ofbual ed.I can:iDoma 
wbm oompared with those ",-ho never burnt MorRrver. the riIk or tumor inatued with increut.d munben of ambum 
episode. before the lie or IS)'Ut'I No dear reWlOO was found bctvo'ft:D indexes of recre.tionaI aM oa::upadoual am 
~~ the rUle: ofbual ed1 c.arci.nornL rnWty, . family history oflkin twDOn was uaoc:Wed 1Ioith. remarkably 
iDa"c:ucd rUk for buaI cd! carcinoma (OR. 6.7). 
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INClDENCE OF NON·MELANOMA SKIN CANCER IN KIDNEY TRANSPLANT RECIPIENTS. ~ 
~t ofDemw:ology md Nephrology, University ofMiIaa. Bergamo, Italy. 
Rt:naJ-transplant recipieuu are known 10 have an itIcre.ued incidence of skin cance:r including squamous cell 
carcinoma and buaJ cdl carcinoma.. 
All patient. with. fimc:tiooiuBsr.n.livins in Bo-pmo and ill provi.nc:e. wboT'tlCldved. fint tenal tnmplant 
between 1972 and 1995 II. the tn.nsplant-centres of Milano and Bergamo were eligible. A total 0(298 paticnU 
(201 males aDd rn fc:ma1es) were iDcluded in the llUdy. The oxdian I8c oft.bcle pabenu was 36 yean; the median 
follow .... p WlS 1 yean. During the roUow~ period 19 patients (J 1 maicsilDd 2 females) devdoped a skin cancer, 
11 paticou (10 male1 and 1 female) twi • buaI..cdl eatcinoma (BCC), S palicnu (4 males and 1 female) • 
ItJlWDI)UJ.-OCIl c:arciDorna (SCC). one Plltient (male) had awJtiple BCC, one palieot (male) multiple sec and one 
paliel'It (maJe) bad • combi.nation ofBCe and sec. The ratio ofbual-oclJ carcinoma to ~ carcinoma 
(BCCJSCC) wu L.8, The median age of the rcoal-tnnapIant recipienu who developed skin cancer was 52 years 
(rugc 42 to 64 yean) and the median interval from trIIlSplanwioa to the diagnosiJ of the 6rs1 cancer wu 7 
yettI (range 1 to 20 yean) for oce and 10 yean (ruge2 to 20 yean) for sec. Seven DCC and four sec wert 
10caled on the face., four Bec were located on the trunk. one sec and thr"ec sec were located on the limbs. 
The ovenll ioc:idence ofboth type:II oft.lrio canoer wu 10 cues po'" 1000 polt-tnmplant penon yean. 
9 
EFFECT OF UVR AND HOST CHARACTERISTICS ON RISK OF SKIN CANCER. 
T Moon ODd Q Doog Department of Biomathematics, U. T. M.D. Anderson Cancer 
Center, Houston, TX 
We performed a population-based C88e--<:ontrol study in Arizona to evaluate the 
effect of UVR exposure on relative risk of skin cancer [melanoma, squamous cell 
careinoma (SCC), and basal cell careinoma (BCC)] development and the attributable 
proportion of skin cancer ca.sea caused by subject characteristics. 156 melanoma and 
804 sec or Bee patients (all first diagnoses) and 738 control subjects were included 
in the etudy. UVR exposure was assessed according to four mensures: intensity of 
light exposure, duration of residence in Arizona, prior treatment of actinic keratosis 
Cak), and 'average amount of sun exposure. Susceptibility characteristics included 
number of freckles currently on the arms. Use of sunscreen was o88e88ed both in the 
year prior to the interview and 1 to 10 years before the interview. Data were aoalyzed 
by logistic regression modeling. Residential duration, prior treatment of ok, and 
average sun expOfJUre were associated with risk for melanoma. Prior intense light 
e%pOsure, residential duration, and prior treabnent for ak were significantly 
associated with risk for sec. All four of the UVR exposure characteristics were 
associated with risk for BCC. Current freckJe count was associated with melanoma 
and sec and suggestive of BCC. The combination of UVR e:<pOS\lre, susceptibility, 
behavior, and demographic characteristics increased the summary attributable 
proportion to 0.94 for melanoma with sec and Bee having values of 1.00. Several 
meaBU.TeS of UVR exposure a(ljusted for multiple susceptibility, behavior, and bast 
characteristics may be necessary in classifying individuals at high, moderate, and 
low risk for skin cancer. Long-term sunscreen use was protective for all types of skin 
11 
OCCUPA.T.Iowu. DERMA.TITIS CAUSING LOST WORK DAYS Caro] Dl,rnctt 89r1, I ",hoj ok 
H1Jl1tm McCarthy Joe] Ki'"tmnp National Institute for Occupationa.l SlIlety and 
Health, Cincinnati, 011 
Thie report deacribes cases ot occupational deJ:ll:latitis casea severe enough to 
cause days away from work us1ng data 'trom the Bureau of Labor Statietics' (BLS) 
Annual Survey of Occupationa.l Injw::ies a nd Illnesses . 
The 81.9 survey collecu employe.c reporta from about 250,000 private industry 
eetAbl1ebmente each yea.r. oeacrlptive data on the caaes and. characterletica of 
the illneasea a re collected on a sample of the caaes that result in days away 
from. wo.rk. Nationsl eatimAtea ot t he numbor of case5 and daya away trom work 
were cal culated tor industries, occupations, a nd deOJllltitia sources. Incidence 
ratee were calculated tor induetries. 
In 1993 tbere were an eatimated 60,200 cases of occupationally related skin 
diseaees or disorders tor a rate of 7. 6 per 10,000 workers . Of these, 12,613 
caseo were severe enouqh to resu.lt in one or roore daye &way from work, with a 
rate of 1. 6 per 10, 000. Dermatitis accounted for 70' of this broad category, 
with 8,835 cas •• and a rat. ot 1_16 per 10 ,000 workera . The larqest nUlllber of 
cases was reported tor the aervice industry (tt-302l); the highes t rate was i n 
agriculture, 'torea try, and !iahing (4.25/10, OOO ) . The occupations with the 
largest number oC cases were non-construction laborers (t~-5411 and. tniscel1aneous 
f'ood.. pJ:epaJ:ation (N-473) . Cleaning" agents caUlled the laq~eat number ot cases 
(N-l303), t o llowed by POillOD ivy/oak/sumac (N-l22S). While the median nWllber of' 
days away trom work tor dermatitis casell we re three, calcium hydroxide and 
oxides, including cement 2nOrtar and lime, c aused dermo.toses which resulted in a 
median nine daye away trom work; 21' oC thelle caBes had more than 20 daya away. 
The BloB survey data ahow that the iDlpact of occupational dennatitis is 
siqn1ficant. since the proqnoBia of dermatitis may be poor , prevention is or 
great importance . The identification of industries with high incidence of 
occupat1.on.l dermatiti.s causing days a way trom work snd the deocriptive 
info.J:l!l8t1on on t he caseo could lead to targeted i ntervention and prevention 
tMallurea reeulting in lowered incidence or disease. 
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PRACDCES AND AWARENESS OF P ARl1CIP ANTS AT A SKiN CANCER SCREENING. ~ 
MtM.ichacl.arul..Sbaron.. Departments of l>c:rrruItology and Public Health Sciences-, BoWlIlllD 
Gray School of Medicine of Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, North Carolinn, U.SA. 
For lIlany years, dermatologists in the U.S. b.a.vc provided skin cancer scrunings to the 
commlmity to try 10 decrease both incidence and mortality of &:kin cancml. Recently, some authors have 
questioned the worth of these sc:rcatings both us W!lys to increase awareness of skin cancer or to bring in 
those who arc most at risk. In this study, we examined the patient popwatiou attending ow yearly skin 
cancer screening to determine the level of akin cancer aW1lmlCSS. potential yield of the screening. and 
demographics ofthc pntients attending the &crcening. TIlese factors were used to defmc characteristics 
cornmon to those attending the screening and to dcfme where increased education about scrccnings may 
improve skin cancer screening attendance and with it, skin cancer aW!l1Cllcss. 
In May 1995, a questionnaire was distributed to thc fmt I IO pnticnts to anive for the yearly free 
skin cancer screening at our institution. The 21-qucstion self-administered questionnaire included 
questions on dcmogrnpbic chnracteristics. most successful modes of advertisement, and skin cancer 
awareness. The 100 patients wbo completed the survey were compnn:d to the total 244 patients screened 
to insure that the populations did nol differ significantly. Mort: women (65%) than men (35%) 
coropleted the survey. Average yean of education ranged from 0 to 22 (mean 12 ± 6 years). Ninety 
seven patients (98%) in oW' wnple had some kind of insurnnce coverage. Most patients heard about the 
screening via the newspaper (34%) Dr"tclevision (17%). Only 2% heard about the screening through a 
physician. Seventy nine percent of OlD" sample knew that melanoma is the most serious form of skin 
cancer. Only 44% of OW' sample knew that a family history of skin cancer was a risk. factor for 
development of skin cancer. Five probablc skin cancers and IS pre· malignant lesions were docwncnted 
on the 100 patients who completed the questionnaire. 
Our fmdings demonstrate that we evaluated few low education level, uninsured patients in our 
screening. Therefore, it may be helpful to target these individuals in future skin cancer screenings. 
Newspaper and television wen: the most reported modes of advertisements by participants suggesting.o. 
role for increased advertisement using effective medi.o.. Because there were so few pbysician refC1Tl1)s to 
the screening, our fmdings also suggest a role for the non-dermatologist physician in encownging patient 
participation. 
10 
TANNING SAlONS : A SURVEY ON USE. MOTIVATIONS, RISK PERCEPTIONS AND SIDE EFFECTS IN 
QUEBEC. M Rhainds' J. Clayeau1 L pe Guinr F. Ouellet' A oayelwl. 1Centre de santo publique et 
Oepartement de dermatologie, Centre Hospltafler Universitalre de Qu6bec (Pavilion CHUl). Q~bec. Canada 
20epartement de sante poblique. Montr6aJ..Centre ¥Jlnlstere de la Sante. Quabec. 
Commercial tannIng salons are very popular In North America and users are found In Jncmaslng numbels. 
For most people who wants to tan, tanning paJ10rs represent an easily accessible source of uttraviolet radiation 
(UVR), especiarty under northern latit!Jdcs (Quebec, Canada). This survey was undertaken to estimate the 
percentage of men and women who visited tanning facmtles during the last five years. during the last year and 10 
characterize tanning bed users. 
In March 1996. a toIephone survey was carried out among 2086 adults IMng in the two most densely 
populated raglans of Quebec. Interviewent: U58d a standardized questionnaire to document exposure habits to 
artificial lNR sources. motivations, risk perceptions and adverse events associated to tannIng bed use. The 
final sample Included 1003 adults aged 18 to 60 years old. 
The proportion of respondents who used a commercial tanning bed during the prevkMJs: five years was 
20.2 %. Also, 10.9 % of the sample declared having used a tanning bed during the last 12 months. less than 
1 % used tanning equipment at home. T1le percentage of user was higher omoog 'NOmen than men both 
during last five years (F : 23.7 'Yo; M : 15.3 %) and during last year (F: 12.8 %; M : 8.6 %). The prevalence 
rate of tanning bed use decreased 'With ago (18-34 y : 31.7 %; 35-44 y : 18.5 %; 4~ y : 9.5 %; 55-60 y : 
5.9 %). The commonest reason given for using tanning beds was to improve their appearnnce by a tan 
(56.7 %). Other mottvatlons included to acquire a protectlvo pre-vacation tan (27.6 %0), to relax (11 .8 %) and to 
have a healthy skin (10.8 %). T\Yenty.six percent of tanning bed users experiencod one or more side etfec:b 
after a visit to tanning salons (Skin bum (15.8 %1. dry skin (8.4 %), other skin problems (4.4 %1. f1'/8 symptoms 
(2.5 %)1. The main reasons motivating the avoidance of artfficlal UVR sources during last flV& years were : 
tannIng salons are dangerous for the skin (42.0 %). preference for the sun (21.9 %) and no desire 10 tan 
(16.9 %). The Intention to return during the next year to tanning salons was very high among last year U$8B 
(n.S"). 
These results suggest that tanning bed use Is a very prevalent behaviour In the Quebec population. 
particularty among young women. The high rate of adverse effects reported by tanning bed users is of con<:em. 
especially skin bums which are a known risk factor of cutanoous malignant melanoma . this study underlineS 
the Importance of educating the populaHon In order to change attitudes and beliefs regarding tanning bed use. 
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RISK FACfORS OF LEG ERYSIPELA . A MULTICENTRIC CASE-COl"ITROL STUDY. ~ 
Hakimi' DcoChjkld Syltie UWl1;j-G·,dp Pbll 0 pe May p ang Um oo Sas50lRS Q!jyjwr 
Cbnsido»' ' Qk Ya jl!oDl Icap·CJalldr Quillaume 'Cnn . IaCQlJC s Grab leop -C loude 
~ R~seau dEpid6mioiogie en Dermatologie. Departement de Santt publique. 
HOpita1 Henri Mondor. Un.ivenite Paris XU . Creleil. France 
Erysipela is a common infectious dermatologic conditi on mOSl often occurring in the 
legs. Many local or systemic predisposing factors have bee n suspected from clinical 
eltperience. A conlrolled siudy was conducted in order to evaluate Lhese factors and to 
examioe their . inler-relationships. . 
A multicentric case-conlrol study was conducted ill six hospitals in Fr:lJl.ce from May 
1995 10 September 30. ·1996. Cases were patientS hospitalized for a leg erysipeln (defined 
as an acute inflammation of lhe leg wiul tempcratulre over 38°C) . Contro ls were 
patients from the same hospital with acute conditions (trauma, surgery ... ). Bec.o.U5e 
mOst suspected factors (e.g. leg ulcers, linea pedis. venous insufficiency) have :I high 
prevalence. thc sample si~e was calculated as 150 cases wilh 2 matched controls for 
each case. A total of 152 cucs and 262 controls matched for age and gender ..... ere 
prospectivel y en ro lled . Cases and co ntrols were administered a standardized 
questi onnaire nod had a cli.nical enminalion regarding the following factors : obe sity, 
diabetes mellitus , tobacco and alcohol use. standing position at work. past hislory o f leg 
injury (thrombo phleb iti s. surgery , neurologic cond ition, radiolhe,rapy), presence of 
leg edema, lymphedema. venous insufficiency. arteritis. preseoce or past history of leg 
ulcer, recent o r chronic wnu.nd, tinea pedis, and oUler chronic dermalolog ic condilion 
of inferior limbs. A univariate analysis will be conducted on Epi-lnfo 6.0 (CDC. Atlan ta). 
The appropriate (actOrli will be studied through multivariate anaJys is using logistic 
regression (BMDP. University of California, Berkeley). 
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CIIILDHOOD ATOPIC DERMATITIS, A CAUSE OF SIGNIFICANT MORDIDITI' IN THE 
COMMUNI1Y? Dr R M Emerson. Dr H C Wjlljaws. Dr B R. Allen & Dr A Y Fjnlovt Department 
of Dermatology, University Hospital, Qutc::n's Medical Centre, Nottinglwn NG7 2UH. England. 
tDepmtment of Dermllology, University of Wales College of Medicine., Heath Park. Cardiff. 
Atopic Damlltitis (AD) is one of the commoocst childhood diseases ..-.i1ich is often associated with disability 
in the fono of sleep loss, iU:hing, social embarrassment and disruption 10 Cami l)' life. Evaluation of this 
disability is important in order to assess the impact of the disease in individuals and populations. Until 
recently metbocb for measuring genera1 benlth·relall:d qWllityoflifc in children have been lacking. We Tq)OI1 
the fmdinS' of a new index c:a1Jcd the " Paediatric QuaJity of Life Questionnaire" (PQLQ). This has been used 
in. aoss--sectional sample of children aged )·5 years in the community. Thescchildn:n wen: identified from 
the ag~sex register of four general pract.ice~ in Nouinghamsbitt.. UK. The overall one year period prevalence 
of AD according to examinatioo by II tra.incd dermatologist was 16,50/, (29111160). In this group J 8S children 
with AD were selected (or the stlJdy. in order to evaluate the importance of AD alone. children with both 
AD and other beo.lth problems such as asthma W~ excluded (n- I06). This left 185 children v.ith AD aJone 
for evaluation. The impairment of quality of life in childrui with AD WIIS comparul with pamltal and 
clinical assessment of severity. Complete data was collected for 82% (n - IS3) of the children. According 
to the new index 22% had no disabili ty (SCOR! -0). 36% mild disability(scoR! 1.5), 16% moderate disability 
(~6-10) and 6% severe disability (score > 10). These results agree .... -ell with the parcntaJ and clinical 
assessmcotof severity. The mon frequent areas of disability identified were tiredness, pain. stcepdistutbancc 
and the need for frequent medical attc.nrionltreatmenL This preliminary study suggests thai childhood AD 
is a significant CIlUSC of morbidity in the community and that the impainnent of quality of life is dircttly 
related to the ~crity of the disease. The combination of high prevalence with mild to moderate disease 
morbidity makes AD an important disease in absolute terms. Further studies using this new index which 
tompattS AD morbidity with other childhood diseases are in progress. 
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DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA FOR COMMON WARTS (VERUCCAE VULGARIS) 
Richard Young Monique Kilkenny. Damico Jolley. Robin Marks. The University of Melboume, 
Department of Medicine (Dermatology), St Vincent's Hospital, Fitzroy, Victoria, Australia 
Warts arc common skin conditions. In most instances their diagnosis by medical proctitioners is a 
subjective or intuitive decision. In this study we developed and assessed a minimum set of diagnostic 
criteria for diagnosis of common warts. A list of useful diagnostic criteria was developed initially 
from dermatology textbooks and from a questionnaire seot to all dermatologists in Victoria. 
Australia. 
Seventeeo patients with 821esioDS including warts and other lesions were recruited.. The lesions 
were diagnosed by the key dermatolOgist whose diagnosis was used as the gold stnodard. They were 
then examined by two independent medical practitioners who used the cbock list of diagnostic 
criteria to detetm.ine whether the lesions had any or all of the characteristics. The relative values 
(RY) ~'ere then calculated for each individual aitc:rion. The relative value is the combined weighting 
of sensitivity and specificity and also gives an indication of overall usefulness of the criterion. The 
six strongest criteria by n:lative values included flesh colour, site of wart (elbow or finger or knee), 
byperl<cnllotic, stightly raised, black dots and ptljlillomatous. 
From these results 11 minimum set of diagnostic critcriLl for common warts was derived using 
logistic regression. The criteria were site ofwnrt (elbow or finger or knee) flesh colour. 
hyperkeratotic, and discrete margin. Further studies arc needed to compare these diagnostic criteria 
with medical practitioners' intuitive diagnosis. 
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EPIDEMIOLOGY OF ACNE IN A GENERAL POPULATION SAMPLE T SchAfer A NiephAus! 
D Yieluf J Berger' J Ring Dept. of Dermatology. Munich Technical University, ' Dept. of Biostatistics 
and 2 Dermatology, HAmburg University 
Acne is a common dennatological disorder, however. data on the prevalence and analyses of risk 
fActon based on samples of the genc:ml population are scarce. In an environmental health study we 
demwologically examined a total of 898 voluntarily participating pcnons. The mean age in this cohort 
was 41.3 yenrs (range 1-87) and about the same number of women (n-456) and men (0-442) were 
included. Basic demographic dala were obtAined by questionnaire. The entire skin surface was examined 
and typical acne lesions (pustules. papulopustules, comedones, and acne-related in6.1.tration) ~ 
registered by an exami.no.tion protocol. Acne was diagnosed clinically and defined as havmg a poSItIVe 
finding of at least one of these acne features . Data were analyzed by multiple logistic regression. . 
The prevalence of acne in this cohort was 28.2%. Acne was significantly more prevalent U1 males 
(32.4%) than fema1cs (24 .1%) (OR I. S0, 95% CI 1.11 • 2.04). Furthermore a clear influence of age. ( 10 
categories) was observed. Acne was sigoi.ficaotly (p<O.OO l) more prcvaJcot between age 14 and 39 Wlth a 
peale in the second decade (67.4%). The lowest prevalence was observed in the age group 70-79 (4.4%) 
About a half (50.6%) of the cohort were nonsmokers and a quaner had either smol-cd before (25.0'10) or 
did never smoke (24.4%). The prevalence of acne was highest in the group ofective smokers (43 .8%) and 
not different between those who had smoked before (24.9%) and those who never smoked (22.2%). The 
difference between active smokers and the other CAtCgOries combined was significant (OR 2.59, 95% CI 
1.84 - 3.65). Socioeconomic statw (4 categories) did not influence the acne prevalence in this cohort. We • 
included age, sex, SES. and smoking statw in the logistic model wilh acne as depending variable. 
According to this ann.Iysis the risk is doubled for males (vs. females, OR 2.06: 95% CI 1"\42 - 2.98). The 
age groups 14-19 and 20·29 years are also at significantly increased risk (OR 10. 13 and 1 2 .~7). ~er 
adjusting for confounders active smoking (vs. never smokers) remained to be significantly 8.SSOCIatcd WIth 
ao>e (OR 1.44. 95% CI 1.16 - 1.87). 
It is concluded that acne lesions ere common in the genern1 population and influenced by age and 




Vou1n Stathakis' Mariennc Hibbert 2 Gear Pauon 2 Joanna Caw! 2 Glenn Univenity 
of Melbourne, Department of Medicine (Dennatology), St Vincent', Hospi . 
Australia lCCIltre for Adolescent Health. Royal Children's HospitalllDd The University of MeIboume., 
Victoria. Austra.lia. 
Acne has the potential to have a roIjor impacf OD the weU·be:i.n& of YOUDg people. In severe cases it 
can result in long term cutaneous scaning. This stUdy eu.mioes the reporting of acne by adolcsceots and 
various developmental and psycho-social factors with which it may be ~Iatcd. A sample of sccondaJy 
schoolchildren in Victoria, Australia "Were surveyed using a oomputeriJcd questionnairt. 
The Victorian Adolescent Health Survey (1992) recorded seLf·reported acne in 2489 students (56 % 
female; mean age 14.5 years). Eighty..onc per cent of students reported that in the lut twelve months 
they had acne or pimplCi. There was a IUbstanrial number who often bad facial a.coe and • ama11 number 
for whom it affected their socialising. Adolescents with acne did Dot identity t.CDe as • reasoo to seek 
medical advice but still COtWdered it to be • health problem. 
Various biological aDd psycho-social f1aCton associ.ted with acne were lWllysed using logistic 
regression. OvcraJ..l, the likelihood of students reporting acoe increased if they were femalc were in the 
later stages of puberty aod were older than 14 years. When the dab. wc:rc l.DIlysod ICp&l1lely by J.eX, 
female rtudents were more likely to report acne if they had begun mensauating and were -Sed over 14 
yean. Male students WCf'C mnn: li1::cly to report &ale iflbcy were in the later I~CS ofpubeny.and agod 
over 14 Yurl. Male studcuts were less likely to report acne ifthcir place of birth was.Mia. Acne 
severity was coded into mild (students reporting acne sometin:es on back or face) aDd modcnte (srudents 
reporting acne often on ace or back). Students reporting moderate acne were more U1:cJy to report bigh 
level of psychiatric morbidity and were in the later stages of puberty. 
Whether these associations are cause or effm could DOt be ascau.ined from this rurvey. 
Nevertheless. treatment for acne is available but young people appear not to be scek:iIla tbls despite the 
fact that it may have a major impact on their lives. 
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DOES ACNE VULGARIS AFFECT TIlE QUALITY OF LIFE OF OLDER PATIENTS MORE 
1HAN YOUNGER PATIENTS? RJ Lasek MM Chren Clevele.od VA Modical Center, University 
Hospitals, Case Wcstcm Reserve University, Cleveland, OH. 
Few stUdies have examined the relationship bctwccn characte:ri.!tics ofpaticots with acne vulgarU and 
their slcin dise4sc-relatcd quality of life. The goals of the present study were to measure skin dixaso-
related quality of life in adult patients with acne vulgaris. and to determine the association of age, 
gender, and clinical severity with quality of life in these panenti. We studied 60 rondomly-sdec:1ed 
adult patients with acne vulgaris who "\\"CI"e waiting for appointments with their demwologists. Skin 
di.scase-related quality of life \\'85 rneaswoi with SIdnclex1.1, a refined version of a larger validaled 
instrument Responses to Skindexl.l are reported as a single composite score. the mean of 3 JCale 
scores to measure emotional effects. functional effects, and symptoms. Scores vary from (}"100. with 
bigbcr scores indicating worse quality of life. Dermatologists' ratings of clinical severity were made 0Jl 
• Likert scale ranging from 0 to 6, wbere 0 indicated that DO acne was p""",,~ and 6 indicated 
extremely severe acne. 
Patients ranged in age from 17 to S3 years (mean 31 ± 10.1), most were female (12%), and bad 
generally moderate or severe a(:no (mean rating 3.6 ± 0.93). The clinical severity ofame was similar in 
women and men (mean rating 3.6 V3 3.6, rospectively, I"" .88), and tbcre was no relationship between 
clinical severity and patient age (r - .Q9, 1"".49). The mean SI:indexI.I composite score was 27.8 (j: 
17) compared to 8.9 (± 8.8) for a DOrmative snmple of 107 paticots without skin disease.. Tbc 
Skiodex l.J composite score was associated with clinical severity (r, - .34, p - .01) and with patient age 
(r-.24, p - .07). In a multiple regression model controllina for clinical severity and gend<r, the 
Skiodexl.l composite score wa5 still independently associated with patient age (P.:s .01). On average, 
in this multivnriahlc model, the SJciodexl.l composite score increa.sed with age by approximately 12% 
with each decade of life. We conclude that older patients with acne vulgaris report greater effects on 
their quality of life than younger patients. 
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PREVALENCE OF ATOPIC ECZEMA rn EAST AND WEST GERMANY T Schafer U Kr&mcC 
D Vie!uf H Bebrrndtl J RioS DcptofDermatology. Munich Technical University, ' Medical Institute of 
Env. Hygiene, OO ... ldorf, ' Depl. ofDenna!ology and' Experimental Denna!ology, HamburlJ Univmity 
Atopic eczema (AE) develops on the basis of a genetic predisposition in combination with 
environmeotal factors . It is suggested that (air) pollutants are panIy responsible for the increase of that 
d!scase. 1be unification of Gcrnwty offered the opportunity for a comparative investigation, assuming 
different exposure to air pollutants but a homogenous genetic background. 
In 1994 we examined 5·7 year old prc>scbool children on the occasion of the compulsory medical pn> 
school examination in different West (Cologne. Borken) and East Gennan (H.aJle, Magdeburg, Men.ebutg. 
Gardelegen, Salzwedel) locations. 82.0'10 of the 1984 contacted parents mlWercd the qucstiormaire and 
15 11 (76.2%) children participated in the dermatological examination. Cases of AE were d.ilgnosed 
clinically and severity was a..s.sessed by the Severity Scoring of Atopic Dennatitis (SCORAD). N"sno 
physician examined at least 50 children. Data were analyzed univariate, and by multiple logistic regression. 
11 .3% of the children had AE III the time ofirn-'CStigation. The prevalence in the single locations \\-ere as 
follows: Cologne 7.3%, Borken 10.1%, Halle 14.6%, Meneburg 13.4%, Magdeburg 11.5%, Gardclegeo 
9.1%. and Salzwedel 14.4%. With respect to the prevalence of AE no statistically significant observer 
effect or indications for heterogeneity within East and West Germany were obtained. Significantly more 
girls (13.1%) tban boys (9.5%) suffered from AE (OR 1.43,95% CI 1.03 - 2.(0). Comparing East and 
West German locations we found a significant higher prevalence in East (12.6%) as opposed to West 
(8 .7%) Germany (OR 1.50, 95% CI 1.03 - 2.19). Sex, location (WestIEast), and obsc:<ver were included in 
a . l ogisti~ regression model taking AE as the dependent vari4ble. According to this ~ girls W~ at 
higher nsk. for AE in this age group (OR 1.41,95% CI 1.02 - 1.96). The East-West Gennao diffen:ncc 
remained statistically significant after controlling for sex and observer effects. Tt.c risk for East German 
children is increased by OR 1.51 (95% CI 1.04 - 2. 18). Observer effects had no statistically relevant 
influence. Obviously AE follows a course different from allergic sensitization and respiratory a1.lergies 
which were found to be more frequent in West Germany. 
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TIlE PREY ALENCE AND INCIDENCE OF ATOPIC DERMATITIS 
IN A BIRD! COHORT IN LElCES'IER AND FAMILY IDSTORY OF ATOPY. 
E Dutton. RSbahiduUab T BIRker R Gohlm-Brown. Departm.co.t ofDc:rmatology, 
LcDcooter Royal 1n.6nnary, LcDcootcr, UK 
There are very few commuuity-buod studies aftho prevalence of atopic dermatitis 
(AD). We have previously CXIDlined I .... dom sample of 413 cbiId=, .ged I yoar, from 
• birth cohort hom in Le:ic.cstcr betwcc:o March and May 1992. This &amc group have 
been re-cxammed by dermatologiSts to dcte:rmino the presence or absence of AD and the 
influence ofpuClllal atopy. The diagnostic criteria used included both those of Hanifin &. 
Rajka and Williams. 
Tho da.ta presented ace bued on 229 childrco who have been ro-examined to date. 
Atopic dcnmtitis was diagnosod in 34 chi1dreo., giving • pomt preyalc:o.co of 14.8%. Of 
tho 20 children diagooscd IS su1foriog from AD in 1993: 10 continue to have AD, whereas 
the others do nol This resnlts in an incidence of24 new cases over the three years. It is 
ofiotcrest that, u&ing Williams' criteria, AD was present in 28 children, giving a 
concordan.ce rate of82% (28/34). Wdh regard to children suffering from AD, there was. 
history ofpltema1AD in 45%(5/11), matemalADin 16% (5/31) and no history of AD in 
either PlJ'CDt in 13% (24/18 1) of casea. A similar trend was shown for I parental history 
of asthma but Dot for hay fever. 
We bcli.cvc such epidemiological data is iuvalnablc for the socio-cconomic 
considcntions of tliis common digeasc. It also provides prognostic information that is 
UiCful in clinical practice. 
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SKlNDEXl.l: RELlABlUTI, V AUDITI, AND RESPONSIVENESS OF A REFINED INSTRUMENT TO 
MEASURE nrE EFFECTS OF SKIN DISEASE ON QUAUlY OF LIFE. MM Cbw HI I.rutt:k. Cleveland 
VA Medical Center, University Hospitals, Case Western Reserve Univenity, Cleveland, OH. 
We have previously developed a prototype 61·itern measure of the effects ofsJdn disease on patients'. quality 
oflifC; called Skindc:x 1.0. A1though Slcindexl.O bad evideoce of reliability and validity, patients required 
.round IS minutes to complete it. and for many items,Lberc was little variation in responses:. The pwpose of 
this wori:: was to dctcnninc the psychometric properties of a refined instrument. Skindex 1.1, eteated after formal 
item analysis, reduc:tioo. and enhancement ofSkiDdexl.O. Skindexl.1 has 29 items to address three scales for 
the effects ofskin diJeasc on paticrnts' quality of life: symptoms, functional effects, and emotional effects. 
bsponscs to ik:mJ are ItaDdardiud from 0 (00 effect) to 100 (effect always experienced). Psychometric 
mea.sun::meuu were made 00 the responses of692 randomly-selected adults receiving care from dermatologists 
(mean agcS6± 18 years. 61%fema.le, 43% with inflammatory dermatoses., 20% with nonmclaoomasJcin 
cancer, 37% with other c:onditioru). To measure reprpduclbility, lOS patients responded to Skiode:x.I . 1 twice in 
72 bolUS. 
Patients required S·IO minutes to complete Skindex l.l . Patients' responses varied widely; for only 3 of the 29 
items did more than 70-/0 of patients respond with the most cx:trcme responses. Mean scale scores (± SO) were 
34 ± 23 for symptoms, 17 ± 21 for functiooaJ efTcc;ts, and 31 ± 2S for emotional c1fects. Scale scores were 
reproducible (r- .91, .92. .88, respectively), and wen: internally consistent (Cronba.cb's 0: = .87, .96, ,94, 
respectively). In principal axis factor analyses. 97% of the common variance was explained by 3 facton which 
con-elatcd highly with (he three scales (mean r - .98). The scale scores changed appropriately in patients who 
reported that their skin conditiOOJ bad improved orworseoed after 3 mooths (for example, in 20 patients who 
reported that their sJdn condition was WOJ"5e, scale scores for symptoms, functional effects, and emotional 
effedJ in.crt.a.scd by 29%, 27'/., and 320/., respectively, p$ .06). Wc conclude that Sldndexl.l is a reliable, 
valid, and responsive measure of the eH"ccu of skin disease on patients' quality of life. Furthennore, Skindexl .1 
is an improvement over the origina.l instrument, in that rc.spondent burden is less. and patients' responses varied 
more widely. 
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PREVALENCE OF COMMON SKIN DISEASES IN CBlLDREN AND ADOLESCENTS IN 
VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA. Moniaue Kilkenny. Robin Maries. Damien JoUey. Kate Merlin. The 
Univcnity of Melbowne, Department of Medicine (Dermatology), St Vincent's Hospital, Fitzroy, 
Victoria, Australia.. 
In Australia, with the exception of skin cancer, there are no population-based statistics about the 
frequency of common skin disease. in chi.ldren and adolescents. Australian researcb has shown that at 
least 20 % of general pBctitioncr consultations with children Wert for skin conditions. The School 
Skin Survey is IlIl oogoing c::rou-sectiow survey of a represClltative sample of 2500 students (aged 
between 4 and 18 years) from 45 schools in Victoria, Australia. It o..iau to detenn.ine the prevalence 
and ICYerity of common skin diseases (acne: vulgaris, atopic dermatitis, tineD pedis, plantar & 
common warts). The table below reports the preliminary results of 877 examinatiOIlS by 




Any s.Icin condition found 
Acne vulgaris 
Atopic dermAtitis 

















Skin scnpings were laken from all students where either erythema or scaling or vesiculation was 
present on the feet Mycological results are available from III fungal cultures so far (from 486 
students examined). A skin scraping was taken from IS % of primary students and 34 % of sccondary 
stWknts. The prevalence of tinea pedis (confirmed mycologicalJy by culture) was 6 % in primAry 
students and to % in sec.ondary students. The prevalence of tinea pedjs (especially in primary 
students) is much blgher than previously reported in the dermaUH:pidemiology literature. 
These preliminary daLs show that commo!,- akin conditions in children do pose a public bealth 
problem. Education prognms arc required ~ order to CUS\lJ"O chlldren and adolescents receive the 
appropriate advice on the care and prcvenbon of COUlplon sldn diseases. 
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WORLDWIDE VARIA nONS IN TIlE PREY ALENCE OF CHILDHOOD A TOPIC DERMA nns.1l=I 
C Williams Colin F. Robertson' and AiistairStewrui' OepartmcntofOermntology, Queen's Medical Cen~ 
Nottingham, UK. ' Royal Children's Hospilnl, Parkville, Victoria, Australia and IDepartment of Statistics, 
University of Auckland, New Zealand. 
Phase I of the lntemntion.a..l Study of Asthma and Allergies in Childhood OSAAC) was set up in 1993 with 
the aim of describing the magnitude aDd variation in the prevalence of asthma, bay fever IlDd atopic 
dermatitis (AD) throughout the world as a baseline for further more refined studies. This abstract describes 
prelimimuy findings of the variation in the prevalence of atopic dennalitis. A cross·scctionnl questionnaire 
bused study employing standardised questions on AD symptoms was carried oul 011 representative SlIJIlples 
of 6-7 year old and 13·14 year old schoolchildren from 46 countries throughout the world. Main outcome 
measures were i) history of till itchy skin rash in the last 12 months which had affected the skin creases at 
some time and ii) history of lUl itchy flexural rash in the last 12 months whicb had resulted in sleep 
disturbance for I or more nights per week as a measure of AD severity. At the end of the study. complete 
data was avai lable on 203,S4 1 children aged 6-7 years in 74 centres and 357,8S I cbiJdnm aged 13-14 }un 
in 119 centres. The world.,. .. ide prevalence of AD was 8.SYa lind 8.4% at ages 6--7 and 13~14 years 
respectively. The range of prevalences for AD was 1.1 in Iran to 20.4 in Sweden for 6-7 year olds. The mean 
and moge of severe atopic eczema was 40/,,0.6 to 10.5Wfor 6-7 year olds and S.5%, 0.6 to 4.7% for 13-14 
year olds. There was a tendency for lUgber prevalences in Ausualasia and Western Europe and lo ..... c· 
prevalences in Centml 4Ild Eastern Europe and Asia. There was a close correlation between AD and curttnt 
whcc:ze throughout the centrcs (ptIU'Son corrcl/l.1ion coefficients of 0.73 for 6·7 year ohis and 0.80 for 13· 14 
year olds). AD is a major public hen1th problem for children and young adolescents throughout the world. 
Symptoms of AD exhibit wide variations in prevalcnce both within and between countries inhabited by 
similar racial groups. suggesting that environmental factors may be critical in detenni.n.ing diseru;e expressioo. 
Studies which include objective skin examinations are required to confirm these findings. 
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TOBACCO SMOKING IS ASSOCIATED 1N A RELATIVELY SMALL BUT SIGNIFICANT 
WAY TO FACIAL WRINKLING. Fleischer AB Jr, 0'11= PM. D'Agostino RB Jr, Feldmnn 
SR, Williford PM. McMichael AJ, Dept of Dermatology, The Bowman GflIY School of 
Medicine, Winston-Salem NC, USA 
Tobacco smokiog has been linked with facial wrinkling, hut previous studies have had 
serious methodologic flaws and did not examine the relative contribution of demographic 
varinbles to wrinkling. Moreover, prcviou.s studies did not control for a Dumber of potential 
confounders. Thus. to assess the conlribution of tobacco smoking to wrinkling, 82 smok:cn 
(> 10 cigarettes per day) and JIB nommokers « 100 lifetime cigarettes) were r=uited into 
the study. Caucasian participants completed a questionnaire designed to ....... demographic 
variables and othor suspected faclor3 rcloted to wrinklin&. = dermatologists, blindcd to 
demogI1lJlhic infonnation, reviewed throe photognlpIu (left, conter, right) of each subject and 
rated the wrinkling on a visual analog scale. The wrinlde score was Ole mean of th<sc nine 
mCllllW"CS. To evaluate the significance of potential predictors ofwrinldes, we used stepwise 
linear regression on all variables which attained a ps.1 level of independent significance. 
Overall the model accounted for 75.4% (p=.oool) of the variance in wriI!)d.ing, and predictive 
variables included age (partial R2...69,r.000I), smolrinJz pack years (R~.,p=.OOOI),~ 
of outdoor work (R:z;...OO8,p=.02). frecIdin8 in youth (Rt;..007,p=.03), and eye color (R .004, 
1"".09). Skio type, lifetime CUlIIlllative solar exposure, unlBnned skin color, weigh! change, 
tanning bed usc, and other variables did not contribute to the final model Our results 
demonstrate that smoking may significantly contrihute to facial wrinlcling, but accoun1s for only 
6% of the explained variance. When age, years of outdoor work, ability to freclde, nnd eye color 
are included in the model, they account for 94% of the explained variance. 
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THE ROLE OF THE PHARMACY IN DERMATOLOGY: A STUDY OF PEOPLE PURCBASlNG 
SKIN RELATED PRODUCTS FROM PHARMACIES IN CENTRAL VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA-
Mooigue Kilkenny'. Josephine Yeatn:wJ 1 KAyStcWlrt 1 Robin Marles l . I The University of Melboumc. 
Department of Medicine (Denruuology), St Vincent's Hospital, FitZIoy, Victoria. Australia. lDepartmeot 
of Pbarmacy Practice. VictQritlD CoUcge of Pbannacy, Monu h University, Parkville, Victoria, Australia. 
Interviewers in the three community pharmacies in Maryborougb, Central Victoria collected data over 
four weeks from 830 people purchasing 1,011 skin related products. At the same time, the generul 
prnctitioners in the area recorded patients seen with skin reJ:ued conditions, the management required 
and the diseases for which they arc. trented. 
Almost equal numbers of people during the survey period eilber consulted a general pmctitioner or 
else bought an OTC product within Lbe pharmacy. Over 7()O/O of the products purchased were nOo· 
prescription items with the sources of recommendation for these being pharmacy staff (39%), family 
(27%), medical practitioner (I gala) I1Ild other sources ( I S%). One third ofcon.rumcrs purchasing an OTC 
product bad already sought advice at some stage from their medica.1 practitioner and of these 5S% bought 
the product on advice from sources other than their medical prn.ctitioners. 
Symptoms were described to pharmacy stafT by 34% ofconswners buying OTC products and of these 
one-third bad, at some stage, lIeen a medical praclitioner aboul tbc condition. Of those who described 
symptoms within the pharmacy, SS% were seen by a pbannacy assisl4nt only with the remainder being 
seen Dt some stage by the qualified phan:nacist. 
More consumers with inOB.IlUllJltory skin diseases purcbased an OTe product from tbc pharmacist thm 
visited their gencrul practitioner dwing the survey period. All people with suspected neoplasms 
consulted a general practitioner, rather than the pharmacist. 
Education programs arc required to ensure adequate knowledge by the pharmacist of the conditions for 
whicb OTC skin products are available. Public education is requin:d to ensure that consumers who sed:: 
advice for skin disease in Lbe plwmncy do 50 from the ~on in that environment who is' appropriately 
qwilified to give it. 
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USES OF THE DERMATOLOGY DATA COLLEcnON SYSTEM IN VICTORIA, AUSTRALI.A. 
Kate Merlin. Monique Kilkenny. Leonie Hill Robin Marks. The University of Mclbownc, Dep4ttlDCDI 
ofMediciDc (Dennato)ogy), St Vincent's Hospital, Fitzroy. Victorin, Ausuulia. 
A Dermatology Dam CoUection System bllS been set up in lhe Dermatology Outpatient Clinics wilhin 
the Public HO!pitab in ViC1oria, AwtraliA. The purpose of this system is to provide dAta for pla.nn.ing of 
bealth care aervjces (e.g.: referral pan.ans, frequency of rare skin conditions) and service provision (e.g.: 
billing of patients, medical prnctitioner refem1 database). These data can also be used for 
epidemiological studies (e.g. cohort studies.. casc-eontrol studies) and quality IlSSUI'aIlCC programs (e.g.: 
medical audits, development of cliniCOll illdicators) .. At 51 Vincent's Hospital the data have been mod for 
many projccts from j~tifyiog !he role of Dermatology within the Hospital. fmc-tuning patient referrals 
from outside medical practitioners, asscs.sing bili.nce and demographics of patients and referring medical 
practitiootn, to a case series analysis of mycosis fungo ides patients. 
The system collects diagnostic. demognpbic data as well as refcmal infollIllllion 00 all patients 
au.c:oding Dermatology Outpatient Clinics. A total of 1900 patients (with 2379 dcnnatologicuJ 
conditions) were entered onto the dawb:ue, wbo were SCCD in the Dermatology Outpaticot Clinics 
betwec:n Apri11995 and August 1996. The male:fe:m.a.le ratio was 1:1. The majority ofpaticots belonged 
to the 20-39 year age group (62 %). Accotdin.g to major disease groups 45 % of di:agnoses were either 
dermatitis or tumours. The top 1t!D diagnoses entered were solM keratosis (8.6 %), other dennntitis (6.7 
%); fungal infection (6.2 %); schemotic keratosis (5 .8 %); melllDOCylic naevi (5.8%): psoria.sis (5.7 %); 
basal cc11 cazcinoma (5.4 0/,); warts (4.7 %); acne (3.5 '10) and atopic dermatitis (3.4 %). Patients were 
refc:rrcd from a Dumber of sources: General praetitioners (71 %); Oulpatient Clinics (14 %), Other 
Ocnnatologists (8 %). This database is Ill1 exceUeDI tool for providing infor:matioa 00 the type and 
frcquc:ncy of skin disea.ses in patients prcscoting to the SVH Dermatology Outpatienl Clinics and the 
5C)W'U of refe:m.ls. 
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J. POPIJ'LATIOli STUDY OF PIl&8SUIlB ULCBRB UI TO ELDERLY. Q ;r Morgo) iu 
M Baumgarten W.Q . Bilker and P.L strom, Center lor Clinical 
Epidemiology and Biostatistics, University of Pennsylvania Scbool of 
Medicino, Philadelphia Pennsylvania. 
To doto.rm.ine if elderly individuals with specific medical protiles 
are at risk ot developing pressure ulcers, a series ot retrosPlctive 
cohort and cross-sectional studies were pe.rrormed using EpiKed 
access to the records of elderly individual s who were members or a 
random 25\: sample ot the Now York Medicaid database during the year 
1994 (n- 77 , 838). Those investigations included the construction ot a 
coding scheme to identity individuals with prossure ulcers, the 
validation ot the diaqnostic coding scheme, an estimation ot the 
prevalence ot pressure ulcers during the year 1994, and an evaluation 
ot coexisting medical aibtents. 
ot ~~ 9~~ar:;~it1:i~ o~c~~, f~r s!Br~~:~:e~t~tiv~aea~u:~~i~~;i~y 
and a negative predictive valuo ot 0.97 . The prevalence of 
individuals with A pressure ulceren- l,133) was 1.46\: . Individuals 
with a pre.asure ulcer were siqniticant1y mora likely to have another 
medical ailment (relative risk and 95' conridence interval) 
including: congostive heart tailure 3.0[2.6,3.4; Alzheimer's disease 
2.5[1.9,3.3]; severe malnutrition 8.5[6.7 ,10.8]; morbid obesity 
4.3(2 . 3,8.3); osteoarthritis 1.8[1.5,2.2); and Parkinson ' S disease 
2·~!~:';t~!.i.es indicate that administrative databases can be used to 
study individuals with pressure ulcers and that medical con.ditions 
are associated with pressure ulcars. CUrrent prevention tools work 
poorly. However, early identirication of at r1sk patients via their 
post medical history may allow tor lIeaninq-tul prevention. To 
properly deJD.onsttate the teaporal relationship between the medical 
conditions and pressure ulcers, investigations utilizing case-cohort 
aetbods will be doveloped. 
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niE ' DERMATOLOGISCIiE DIAGNOSENKATALOG' AN ICD-9 AND ICD· IO BASED 
CATALOGUE OF OVER 3800 DERMATOLOGICAL DIAGNOSES. T Henseler B RulDyand 15 
~s· Department of Dcmlotology, University of Kiel nnd Department of Dennalology, 
Medical School Marutheim. University of Heidelbcrg. Gemlany 
In 1992 the WHO published ICD·IO. and two yenrs later DIMDI (German department of 
infonnatics in medicine) pr~nted a Gennnn tmnslntion. nle ICD·lQ is thought to substitute the 
ICD·9. which is used for mnny pwposes in the medical community. Although more detailed than the 
ICD·9. the ICD· IO still locks many items needed by dermatologists. Therefore. the dcnnatologieal 
research group 'Ocrmatologischcr Dio.gnosenkatalog ' who already established an extended ICD-9 
based catalogue of denno to logical diagnoses in 1991 added an ICD· IO version in 1996, comp3lible 
with the DJMDI translation. For each diagnosis two extra digits are added to the 4 digit ICD·I 0 code. 
The catalogue comprises 3855 diagnoses and 1018 synonyms as well es 26 references to dingnoslic 
&loups. It allows the transfOmlalion of lCD- tO \0 IC0-9 codes and vice verso. The catalogue is 
available as a book and as a computer version. II serves adminiSlrntive as well as sc ientific purposes. 
In August 1996 wi 127 departments ofdemlatolog}' in Germany were contacted and SCn! 0. 
questionnaire \\:ith the aim to document the frequency of usc of the cntaloguc. So fur 73/127 (58%) 
departments responded. A preliminary analysis shows that JOn3 (41 %) of the departments reported 
the use of this cat<l1ogue,. Uti li zation was found morc commOIl in University hospitrus with 16127 
(59%). The majority of hospitals still uses the ICo·9 based code mainly for administ.rntive purposes 
(discharge diagnoses of inpatients). Only two hospitals reported the use of thc ICD·IO code. The 
overall eKpCrience among the dermatological users was excellent. 111Cse data. show that the usage of 
the ICo· 1 0 based catalogue still has to be encouraged among tJ1e dcnnatologicnl conununity. 
• B. BastiAn (Wtln.burg), J. Uecker (Hannover). O. Bo¥cnschUtl. (Lb lingen), T. Frase (Kiel). T. Hom (,,"reid). B. 
Je6betge:- (Monchm). U. Koch (Krefeld). P.·K. Kohl (Berlin), 1. KreU5ch (LUbeck). A. Lukacs (MDnchm), M. 




& CAUSAL )lODm. :paa ~ ft.D~ 0 :1' VDOUS LBO 1lLCD8. D.1 Moraoli, 
J.A Berlin ond B,L strop, Center tor clinical Bpide.mioloqy and 
=~~~~~;~:~i;~' p~~:;i!;:;ra~f p~SYIVania School ot Medicine, 
var~:l~:r:~:~~ ~!;i~V~;i~i!i~l w::s;~s:~~~:n it,~~~~i 
... ith a venous leg ulcer can be used to explain who will and wbo will 
not beal using a li:ch coapression bandage. A rotrospective cobort 
study wao performed usinq patient histories frOJ:l 260 consecutivo 
venoua leg ulcer patio.ots treated in the CUtaneous Ulcer Center of 
the DepartDent ot Dermatoloqy of the university ot Pennsylvania 
Medical Center. All patients received a lIlulti-layered limb 
~~~p~:s:!~8~~~~~tr::~!~:c:~tn~:~1~:;:do~;!it~:a ~~a!~~!r 
therapy before the 24 'Week ot care were considered not bealed. Odds 
ratios with 95t conridence intervals were estimated using 
multivariate logistic regression. 
Within 24 weeks ot therapy 64.6' ot the i ndividuals with venous 
loq ulcors had bealed and 35 .3 ' bad not bealed. An individual with a 
r~~~~ ~~9~l~:l:~o iie~!v:~~~ar~~·e~:s~~~t:~::~ ~s c!, •• 
13.86 (2.02,27 . 16), it the wound was older than six months 
15.09[7.98,28.56), if they had a liab ankle-brachial index of Ie •• 
than or equal to 0.80 7.98[2.56,24.86), and. it the PAtient had more 
~tio! ~!i~ !~iit!~;~~i~ 7~!gi!~i~S;~e~io~i!~i~S p~~~iartiB 
con:tounding variables bad minimal eftect on these estimates. 
This investigation indicatea that wound size, wound duration, 
number ot active wounds, and limb arterial blood tlow were all 
clinically iwportant variables. These variables can be used to 
explain who will and wbo will not heal in a reAsonable period of tae 
and should be usod to guide our understanding ot the etioloqy ot 
tr .. taent failuro. . 
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RISK FAOORS FOR STEVENS-JOHNSON SYNDROME (SJS) Mill = EPIDERMAL 
NECROL YSIS (lEN): EV ALUA nON OF NON-SrnROIDAL ANTIINFLAMMATORY DRUGS 
(NSAJDS) AND MUSCLE RELAXANTS 
Maja Mnclq:nbaUnb lOwen ScjhUmmwatl Werner ScbQ'kler Ernin SebOnf. "Dolcumc:ntatiODSZCDtrum 
scbv."CrCr Hnutreal.1..ionco", Department ofDe:nnatology. University ofFreiburg, Freiburg. Germany. 
Stevens-Johnson syndrome (SlS) and toxic epidccnal oecrolysis (lEN) I\I'e severe skin reactions thal may 
be induced by. variety of drugs including NSAJDS ond muscle relaxant.<. In almost 6 yean (01.04.90-
31.12.95) 667 cases ofSJS, SlSITEN overlnp ODd TEN could be asoertained by a registry for ...... skin 
reactions in Germany, leading to an ove:rall incidence of 1.82 per ODC million per year (1991,1992). 
In terms of drug histOIY two weeks prior to the onset of the skin reaction 51 patients took dic1ofcoac. 
Based on pn::scription data in defined daily doses (DOD) incidences between 0.02 per ODe million DOD for 
1990 and 1m, ond 0.07 for 1994 could be calculated 10 the same time period II patients took ibuprofen, 
resulting in drug-based incideoces between 0.03 for 1990, 1991 and 1994, ODd 0.05 for 1992 and 1993. 
Coofideoc<: intervals an: overlapping for both substances wbile the 10_ border ooly in case of dielot'<:oac 
exceeds O. For chlormc:mnone containing drugs the analysis was pe:rfO[JDed separately for the singlo-eatity 
drug (n-12) nod the combined p<epnnl!ioos (0-10) availnble in Germany (cblOrme2llDOOe'paraceWool, 
chlormezanooel pIU1lCeUunoVcodeinpbosphau:). While incidences of 0.14 (1m), 0.3 1 (1991 , 1993),0.42 
(1994) and 0.56 (1995) could be calculnted for cblormezanooe as. single-cntity, incidences of the combi-
nations arc lower (between 0.04 and 0.11) with the highest rate of 0_21 in 1994. In contrast. incidencc:s 
- 0.04 and 0.09 wen: estimated for te<ruJ:pam (0-6). For diazepom (0-2.5), which is also sometimes 
used as a muscle n:laxant, incidences ranged betwt:CD. 0.06 and 02. Incidences for these drugs are unsteady 
due to low absolute numbers of patients with SJS and TEN exposed to them twO weeks prior to the skin 
reaction. In contnuy. 92 patients used nUopurinol Jeading to drug·based incidcoces of about 0.07 that are 
pretty stnblc over the yean with confideO.oe intervals 0(0.04 - 0.11 (assuming a Poisson distribution). 
When estimating certain drugs as risk facto,. for SlS and TEN, it bas to be considered thal the absolute 
Dumber of cases due to them is still very low, although sevcrul blmdred Cll3CS ofscvere skin reactions bBve 
been documented. In addition. the co·medication of these drugs seems to be of major im.portmx:c . 
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GENETIC ANALYSES IN PATIENTS wrrn SEVERE SKIN REACTIONS: NO ASSOCiATION OF TIlE TNF-a 
·308 bp PROMOTERIENHANCER POINT lI.-nTrATION AND TNF-tVLYMPHOTOXlN-o. Nco1 POl.'\'l.lORPfOSt.t. 
Berthold Bpny MpiD Mockenlumm1 IUrgen Scblingmannl Stephanie BArnlgh2 Gemld M« Erwin Schopf I 
Dcputlllent of Dermatology. Klini1cwn t.Unnhcim, D-68tJS Mannhdm; 'Dol.:umenIaLionsz.cotrum IChwerer 
llaullCaktionen, Albcn-Ludwigs-Unh'CrSity of Frc:iburg. 0 .7911).1 Freiburg: lDqwtmenI oJ Dcnnatology. Ludwig· 
M.1ximilians-Unh'ttSity of Munich. 0-803)7 M1lncbt:n. 
Scvm skin rt:lCtions Uke erythema multifonnc majus (EEMM), S!.C\-ens.JobosoD syodromc (515) and laxic cpidernW 
necrot)'sis (1CN) can 1C3d 10 l1fe~hl't3lening c:linicaI compliCitions and dcuh. Causath-c agents AlCh as drug.s and/or 
\ir.lI and lxtctcrial infectious diseases are assumed 10 C\'Okc the death ofkcratinoq1CS in ccnain. predisposed iDdividu4ls. 
Recently iI W'3J 5howo WI in !lW process apoploW is im'Oh'Cd and can be induced by extra· and intracdluLar signals. 
These molecules of lbc lumor necrosis Cactor ('I'h'F) Cam.ily like TNF receptors and Fa.s-antigcnlAP()..} wbich medlate 
apoptosis upon bi.nding of the spcdfc ligands TNF~ TNF-P (named also lympholoxin~ LT -0.) and Fas ligand (FasL), 
respecth'dy. Mutations of the TNF-a. promoter/cnh:mc:cr in "ootioo -)08 basepairs and the fiJU Intron oflbc TNF. jlIl.T. 
(J, gene ~ sbawD to> be in IltOD8 li.nkage wilh ccruin I-n.A haplO{)'pCl and In a.uocia1ion with high-response C)'tOIdnc 
production Icvcls. Therefore, this gcneuc polymorphism was studied in. largc collecth-c of pal1coll (N-279) asaertaiocd 
by the: "DoIrumcntatiol\S%CllUWU scbwerer Hautrtaktionc:n" wbkh is a population based ~ Cor St:\trC ddn reactions 
In Gennany: EEMM (N-67), 51S (N-126), SJSITEN overlap (N- '2) and TEN (N-34). Qc:oomic DNA QS lsoGlatcd 
from pm-Ie of the patients I.Dd 206 bcalthy indhiduAls and ampllficatioa of polymorphic regjons of tbc ntF-a. &lid 
lNF·plLT -a. genes was performed by PeR. ~on fraImeol length polymorphism (RfU') and sin&le mud 
conformational polymorphism (SSCP) an.tl)'$CI were undc:rtaketI for genotypina of the -)OS nw~ promolerJenbanccr 
mutation and the TNF·IVJ,. T ~ Ncol nnd AspHl RFlh. 
The pb~ frequencies (7.7%. SJSITEN and ' .9%, TEN) of the ~ allele TNF2 • ",Web \lV shown 10 be 
assoc:i3ted " ith higher TIlF-a. rrsponscs • are elevated in SJSITEN O\-e:rlap (N-'2) and TEN (N-34) patients, whereas 
Ihcallcle froqucndes (both collecth'Q 0 .18) did not differ froID lhI\t oCtheconuol group (2% and 0. 16, respecti\dy). The 
a1Icl.ic distribution oCTNFl in EEMM (0.16) and SJS (0.17) Ibowcd similar rcsWts. Hov.'C\'U. the TNF-ll/LT-a. allele 
TNFB' I, which hils ~ ILUOCialed \lilh It hiJher TNF·p 1'CSpOU$C, \\'8.$ increased Ln SJSfI'EN o\1:rlap pllicnll (OA2) 
compared 10 the controls (0.3) . Although the rare phenotypes TNF2 aad TNFB·I dlowed. t.n:Dd 10 the more 1C\'Cf1: 
skin reactions with more extended drin swfac:e In,,-oln:mcnl and hisher mortality. lignificanl dlfTc:rtnOCI WeJ'C ODI 
obsen'Cd. Scn:eoi.ng for known polymorphisms as weU as scquenciog of relevant pIeS by automnled Icchniqucs <:an be 
performed in litis large coUecth-c oJ ~tienlL In the future, molc:cular epidemiology tnipt lead to the dist:o\'tt)' of 
genelieally predisposing factorl which can be c:onunon or different in EEMM. 51S and TEN. 
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PATTERNS OF SUN EXPOSURE: MELA.NOM1\ Marianne Berwick, Judie rine, Raymond 
Sarnhill, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cance r Center, New York, New York, Yale 
Un.1versity Cancer Center, New Haven , Connecticut, and Brigham and Women' II 
Hoapital, Boston , Ma.ss achusettll . 
The objective ot th is stUdy well to lnveatiqa e e whe t her a un e xpos u re 
d urin", childh ood and adolescence (a go < 1 ~) had. diffe rent. effect on the 
developme nt ot me lanoma t han recreational aun exposure within t he 10 years 
prior to dia9nos1~s. Data were obtained teom 1199 personal interview.!; i n 4 
population-based case-control s t udy of mel anoma ca rri ed out in Connecticut 
between 1987 and 1989. Unconditi onal logillt.1c reqrean.1on was UlJcd to 
determine the cUlaociatlonll of risk tactors with melanoma and the beat-fi tting 
model, usi ng the -2 Log Likelihood Rati o as t he edterion of fit. We made an 
index of non-occupational sun-related behaviors tor each time ' period that we 
divided i nto 5 categories. An i ndex for cutaneous phenotype , wa s derived to 
avoid collinearity ot separate variebilui. The bellt model included both time 
periods ot sun-related behaviorl5 l a lightly better than an overall lIummary 
score), cutaneous phenotype, a nd numbe r o f nevi. 'rhe hi g hest category ot: sun 
expotlu r e under thill lII g ill o f 15 i ncrcalled the odds by 2.26 (95, Confi dence 
Interval (CI) .. 1.3 6, 3.77 ), the highest category of s un exposure in t h e 10 
years prior to interview increased the odds by 1.96 195' CI - 1.23, 3 .11 ) , the 
highest category of cutaneous phenotype increased the odds by 4.91 (95' CI _ 
2.69, 8.96), and the higheat category of nevi on the arms and backs increased 
the odd s by 2.91 (95' C.l. .1.56, 5.45 ) . The inclusion of sunbu rn, numbers 
ot sunburns, or age at first s unburn did not improve t he model tit lind did not 
lIubsca ntially chango the point eat i Jll.ll t es for any of the variables. In 
conclusion, aun exposure behavior i n c hi ldhood and early adoleace nce appe.r., 
to be s lightly more import.nt to the development of melanolflA than sun expoaure 
wi thin the 10 yeat'a prior to diagnOSis. However. the most critical factor to 
identi ty rbk appeara t o be the c utancoua phenotype ot the i ndividusl. 
Increased nwnbers ot nevi are a lao • st ronljl determinant. The identific.tion 
o t high ri.k g roupa t or prevention ahould l ocus on these hoat chllracteriaticG 
ra ther than sunburn history. 
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EARLY DIAGNOSIS OF SKIN MELANOMA BY DELM ACTIVE MONITORING 
SYSTEM OF DISEASE EVOLUTION. 
A Morresi M CriyeWni G DaCQuino R A Fiorini G Ljbertinj G Codagnone Department 
ofBioengineering.Pol.itecruco ofMllnn,Depanmcot of Dennntology INRCA of 
Ancona,lnfoteanl of Ancona,Italy. 
Aim of the stUdy was the realization of an active support system for early diagnosis of 
skin melanoma and to develop no experimental prototype. 
The system is based upon a digital acquisition camera with a dedicated illumination 
equipment automatically controlled in order to achieve best performance in colour and 
feature discrimination reaching great signal to noise ratio especially in blue band.A 
polarization framework allows for reflected ray rejection max.imiz.ation. 
The obiective description of each pathological case is done following Kenet,Stolz and 
Stanganelli approaches toghether with a new classification approach.Jt allows for a 
quantification of morphological patterns and standard parameters in order to 
implement a Computer aided Dennatological Diagnostic System(CADD). 
The image infonnation extraction is based on minimnl Descriptor Set of parameters 
wich classify chromatic texrure and morphological feature of each cutaneous lesion. 
It is possible to detennine standard reference grids for each pathological situation and 
ultimately this allows for effective diagnosis support and fol!ow·up 
35 
EVALUATION OF ABILITY TO DETECT CHANGES IN PIGtmNT!D SKIN LESIONS OVER TIME. 
Pauline Hanrahan Peter Bu,,! Scott Hendu and Alan Wat s on, Hunter He lanoma 
Study Group. Newcastle NSW, And Sydney Hehnoaa Unit, Ca.mpe rdovn NSW. Australia. 
Previoul Itudiu have show that tbe majority of people presenting with thick 
potentially fatal melanoma were men ove r the Age of .50. The prelent study 
elt&IDined .hether older people vere leas able to distinguiah c h anges of lDelanoma 
than younger people and dstect auch cbanges over time. Photograpbic images of 
naevi and melanoma vere digitised and changed electronically using photoshop 
softvare Images of changes typical of melanoo were shown to groups of lI"orkera 
<30 years (n-.51) and above 45 years (n- 41) of age. The lDean score fo r detection 
of changes of people <30 and >4) years of age va. sirdlar at 30/35 (66\). The 
a bility of t h e s ubj ecta to detect cbangel (easily rocognioed vben vioved 
together) after an icterval of 26 day. Val .52.6\ and 53.4\ for thoae <30 and >45 
yea.rs respectively . Tbeir ability to detect the appearance of a ney lesion on the 
back at 1 month Val 14\ and 5\ respectively. Then c88u1ts suggest that people 
are able to distinguish early changes of melanoma but bave 10v ability t o detect 
theae changes over time. An educational brochure illustrating typiCal changes of 
melanolla vas effective in improvicg detec tion of changes vben vieved side by side 
but not vhen separate d in tillle . Repea t vieving of the original l e sion v as very 
effective in a llowing dete c tion of c hanges . We l ugge at then results have 
important hpUcatioaa for dellign of interventions for Belf detection of 
me l a noma. 
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CI)TAllEQU3 ME.LANOMA N-ONG II.ISPANICS , ASIAtIS AND BLACKS . R ....... .,. ..... v n c ........ 
ODd f:liubrth 8, 110 ) ly, Cancez: Su rveilb.nce Program, Sacramento . 
Calitornia, and Dept. of Epidemiology and Bios tatistics , School of 
Madicine, Unive rsi ty of California, Siln Fr.ncisco. Cali f ornia 
Cul:aneous mlIlignant me1.anOmll occuc. most frequently in nOD-Hi .panic whites . 
Due to thelle incidence. pllt ttlcns , l ittle is known about the l. ncldtlnce. and 
charac teristics of melanoma in other race/ethnicity g roups. Data from the 
California Cancer Registry tor 879 His panic, 126 AIIian and 85 .bl a c k melanoma 
c asca diagnosed 1908-1993 were ana lyzed lI.nd compared with data for 17,165 non-
Hispanic white cases . Me lanomll incidence r a t tl s per 100, 000 population for lIIen 
were 17 . 2 for non-Hi s panic white.8, 2.8 fo r Hispa nics, 0 . 9 fo r Asi.ns and 1.0 fo.r 
blacks . Rates fo r wome n we re 11.3 for non-Hispanic whites, 3.0 for Uispanics, 
0.8 for Asians and 0.7 fo r blacks. Ke n had a h i t;Jhe r incidence of me1 anOlllll. than 
women among no n-Hispanic white:s , but this gender diffe rence was not observed 
among othtlr g.roupa. 
The moat frequent a ite of occurrence fo r men wa s the trunk for non-Hi s panic 
whites a nd Uispa nics, and the lowe r extremity foc Asians and blacks . How-eve.r, 
HispaniC men were more likely than non-Hispani c whi te raen to have mel anoma on a 
lower e xtremity, 20 . 1 1 vers u s 8.8% . The moat freque n t site fo r women i n a ll 
z:ace/tlthnicity groups waa the lowe.r extr~ty. lli s panic, AIIian a nd black man 
were more l ike.1.y. when compared with non-Hispanic wh1te IIlen, to have me lanoma 
diagnosed af te r it had apread to a remote site, 14.5i, 12.3%. 11. 9% .nd 5. 9\ 
respectively. A s imila r patte rn in atage a t diagnollis was seen among women. 
Al t hough specific histologi c type wa s not coded i n nearly half of reports, 
Hi.,panlcs. Aalana and black men and women had 4 higher proportion of acral 
lent igino us lIIelanoma than did non-Hispanic whites. Tumor thickness wa. missing 
for 39 . 1% of casea I nd waa not analyzed. 
When compa ced with non-lIl1panic white case,. . HlIpanic. A.aian and black 
patients we r e mor e likel y to have had melanoma on t he lowe r e xtremity, had • 
highe r proportion of lIIe l.noll\ll, c l assified as ac r al len tig1nous, and were more 
likely to have had mel anoma diagnosed after it had metastaaized to a regional or 
remote site . 
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ST ATISnCAL INTERACTION OF FAMILY HISTORY AND SUN EXPOSURE IN CUTANEOUS 
MALIGNANT MELANOMA. Sybil M Eng and Marianne Berwick Department of Epidemiology. 
Memorial Sloan·K.enering Cancer Center, New York, New York USA. 
The major environmental risk factor for cutaneous malignant melanoma (CMM) is sun exposure, 
particularly as mediated by individual pigmenuuy charoclCristics and number of nevi. There also exists a 
distinct genetic component to the disease, since subjects with one or more fir.a-dcgree relatives with 
melanoma have as much as a twp...fold increase in CMM risk. compared to individuals without a family 
hlstory of the disease. The current popuJation·based case·control study was conducted to detennine if 
statistical intcruction exists betwccn positive family history of sldn cancer in first·degree relatives 
(henceforth to be referred to as family history) and sun exposure in CMM. 
Data on family history of skin and other cancer, sun exposure variables (degree of sun exposure in 
adu11 life and in childhood, total lifetime sun exposure, and lifetime nwn ber of severe sunburns). 
pigmentary and nevus characteristics. health history, and demographics were collected from all subjects 
by trained nursc--interviewers. The fmal study population conSISted of 1168 Caucasian residents of 
;f~n::~~~~~f!~~~ ~~~31 i~~i~~~~~ w~ria~!: ~~9~~~~~~~~~U~::ed ~~:~:;~~~ 
genera] population. 
Comparison of stratum·specific odds ratios (ORs) for CMM suggested that the effect of sun exposure 
on CMM risk in subjccts without a family history was different from that in subjects with a family 
history. The fonner showed a strong dose· responsc relationship between increaSing levels of exposure 
~~~:t;te~t ~~ati~~s':u~(~I~/:n~~~3i)~ &~~r f:~~l ~x~~~~tio~il~ tf:,e .laJ~~~~~~egl: ~~ 
intcraction tenns. this different effect of sun exposure on subjccts with anr!,ithout family hislol'}' 
approached Significance for the degree of sun exposwe in adult life (p = 0.11) and for lifetime number of 
se::;,.~ ~~;~lu~~ratio~ ~~~. current CMM prevention efforts are those believed to be at hlgh risk. of the 
disease: CaucasWlS with a family history of melanoma. adverse cutaneous reaction to sunlight, and high 
degree of past or present sun exposure. The results of this study suggest that this prevention population 
should be expanded to include anyone with a family history of melanoma regardless of hislher degree of 
sun exposure, since the major factor contributing to the development of melanoma in these individuals 
may be their high·risk genotype, as proxicd by family history. 
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EXTENSION OF A COMPUTERISED GENERAL PATIENT RECORD TO ACHIEVE AN 
ORGAN SPECIFIC TUMOUR DOCUMENTATION OF MALIGN MELANOMA, PROBLEMS TO 
GUARANTEE LONG TERM QUALITY ASSESSMENT IN PATIENT CARE. Simon Hoelzer and 
Ali G. Tafazzoli, Institute of Medical Informatics, University of Giessen, Giassen, Germany. 
Organ specific Malign Melanoma documentation supported by computer based tools is the 
basis to get widely clinical data and to realize dermato--epidemiological registries. It allows to 
characterize, compare and consecutively Improve the standards of diagnosis, therapy and 
foJlow·up in patient care. In collaboration with the central registry of Malign Melanoma in 
Garmany (head or'department: Prof. Dr. C. Garbe), we were developing a data base extension 
and an interface for existing clinical informalion systems. The objective was to integrate an 
organ specific documentation in an existing general documentation that can be used in the 
clinical routine. puring this process, we recognized two major problems that have to be solved 
to realize large data coltections and long term quality assessment. The first problem is the 
working expenditure for the documentation staff that can be reduced by multiple data usability. 
For example, the description of the histology in the organ specific documentation should be 
derived from corresponding data in the general documentation. However the multiple usability 
of data leads generally to an increased effort for the maintenance of the documentation system. 
In practice, transcodlng procedures have to be updated and extended. The definition of Data 
Standards and their use are necessary to simplify Ihis work, There has to be an international 
consensus for these standards to a1l0w comparisons of data between different countries. This 
could be an extension for the concept of Patient Care Evaluation Studies (PCES) of the 
Commission of Cancer (American College of Surgeons) for the future. In our institute, we will 
make a first attempt to establish peES in Germany. The similarity of the documentation will 
probably allow a comparison with corresponding American Studies. In our opinion long lenn 
quality assessment in dermato..ancology is only feasible if the cooperative work to achieve 
documentation and data standards of dermatologists, epidemiologists, medical computer 
scientists and the medical documentation stuff is intensified. 
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TIlE lNFLUENCE OF LATITUDE ON MALIGNANT MELANOMA RATES IN 
CALrFORNIA, PerCY Reynolds nnd lillie Von Bcbn:n, Environmental Health Investigations 
Branch. Cal ifornia Department of Health Services, Emeryville, CA. 
Worldwide v;uiaLions in melanoma rates among whiles have shown lhat rotes increase 
\\ith increasing prox.imity to the equator. TIle relationship between latitude and malignant 
melunoma rotes was explored in Cnlifomia. 8 large Slale covering almost 10 degrees of lat itude. 
A total of 14,653 newly diagnosed cases of invasive mclWlOmU was reported ror white. non-
Hispanic residents during the ftrst five years of population-based statc\\idc cancer reponing in 
California (J 988-92). Latitude, climate zone, and urbnnlruml status were assigned to cases 
based on census trnct of residencc al diagnosis. Rotc mtiDs were estimated using muhivariate 
Poisson regression modeling, controll ing for age and sex. For each degrc:c of lmilude the rotc 
mtio was 0.98 (95% confidence interval : 0.97. 0.99), indicating d«rcnsing roles with increasing 
latitude (greater distance from Ule eqU3tor). llle melanoma rote in the most southern lati tude of 
the state was 7()OIo higher than in the northem most area. However the relationship between 
latitude and me lanoma rotes was not linear and was explained largely by urban and rural 
differences. The state's major urban areas, located in the south and middle of thc state, hnd tJle 
highest rotes. Striking climate lone variations that ex.ist within the stale appeared to explain rate 
diifcrences better than did latitude and independent of urbanization. Once. taking in to account 
variations in urbaniution and microc:limales, latitude did not appear to be s trongly nssocimed 
with melanoma nUe differences. 
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BIAS I N THE ASSOCIATION OF F'AMILY HISTORY OF' KELANOHA WITH DYSPLASTIC NEVUS RISK. 
Marti.n A W(!instOCk 'md Gilbert L Brodsky, V A Hedical Center Providence and Brown 
University, and Harvard Pilgrim Iloalth caro, Providence, RI and Boston, MA. 
Risk filctoril for dysplastic nevi were investigated in a case-control s tudy 
conducted within II largo staff-model health lDaintenllf1Co organhation. Cases had 
histopathologically confirmoo diaqnosos oC d ysplastiC nevus of documented intorntar 
reliabili t y and ",ere matched 1: 1 by age and gend~r to II "qenaral" control and, where 
possibl e, 1: 1 by age, gender, and dermatologist to a second control subject. All 
eliqible were interviewed. by telephono; 12\ r e fused and 5' could not be contacted . 
It tho participant reported that a falllily 1II0mb0r had melanollla, wo a ttomptod to 
contact the falllily member and obtain a copy of the patholoqy report. The final 
sample included 592 case- geno.ral control pairs and 369 matched triads. 
Of tho 84 Hrst degree relatives (pnront, child, or uibling) of dysplastic 
nevus cases in whom a lDelanollla was reported, 2S (30l, were confirmed to have had 
lCelanolla by patholoqy report, 26 (l1l) ",ere contradicted by the family member or 
relevant pathology report, and 33 (39\) cou l d neither be confirmed nor contradicted, 
usually (26 of 33 instances) because the fallily !!lecher could not be contacted. 
Among the cont r o l participants, only 10 (9\1 of t ho 116 reports of melanoma in first 
degree relatives could be confirmod, and 52 (45\) we re contradicted. In 50 of the 
remaining 54 instances, the relative could not be contacted. Among second degree 
rel atives of cases and controls, only 6\ and 1 \ respectively were confirmed. For 
the case-generlll control comparison, the odds ratio (ORI associated .... ith family 
history of mo l ooom8 waB 1.9 (95' conti(Jence Interval (eI] 1.4 to 2.6) u..sinq t ho 
inte.rview data, but increased to 4.0 (95l CI 1.7 to 10.0) when confirmation at tho 
intuview report was required . SiClilarly, for the case-dermatologist-matched 
controls, the OR for family history of melanoraa was 2.3 (95\ CI 1.6 to 3.5), but the 
confined his tories, the OR "'as 4 . 3 (95\ CI 1.4 to 14.9). 
This study documents a strong association between fami l y history of Clelanosua 
and dysplastic nevi. It sU9gesto the pr esence ot substantial error and bias in the 
assessment of fully history of melanoma by telephone interview, and underscores the 
i .mportance of confirmation of thi s history by examination of medical r ecords. 
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cm'ANEOUS MElA1';OMA, PATIEl'rr SURVEILLANCE AND TIlMOR PROGRESSION. 
Shj1tlDi M Riehen frank D'AmicO' and Aob\![ R Rhodes. Department of Dcrm2tology, 
University o f Piusburgh School of Medicine and -Oep:utment of Mathematics. Duquesne 
University. Pil1 .... burgh. PA 
TIle goal in preventing death from cutaneous melano ma (eM) is to surgiC3Uy excisc the 
tumor in a prc:metastaLic phase of develo pment. Periodic surveillance c:xamiJUtion (SVE) 
of patients at hiSh risk for CM is 3. strategy that is uscd to diagnose eM: :11 an e:r.rly s12ge of 
development. 111(~ aim of this study W;tS to determine if SVE prior to eM di3gnosis 
influences histop:nh olosic features of tumor progression. A review was conducted of :ill 
patients in a denn3.tology outp3.tient clinic who prc..sente:d with an intact primary eM during 
a 36 mo mh period 099] to ]994). There were 45 intact CM di2gnosed among 38 patients. 
Twenty·four CM were diagnosed :Jot first patient encounter, and 21 a f wcn:=: diagnosed 
during SVE conducted periodic:ally by denn3tologists because of a fami ly history of CM, 
prior CM, prominent nevi. and/or dysplastid rndanocytic nevi (or another skin disease, 4 
C2SCS). Comp:u-cd to 24 fLBt cncounter cases. the 21 CM diolgnosed during SVE were man:=: 
Likcly to be <0.76 nun microscopic tumor thickness (20121 vs. 16124)(p-0.0247) and Cluk's 
anatomic level I o r n (18/21 vs. 11124)(p-O.0113). and to be associated ~ith a smallcr fUmOT 
thickness overall (mean iSO, 0.31±0.52 mOl, range 0.00-2.40 mm, vs. 0.7l±0.65 rom, rmge 
O.()()"2.80 mnV(p-O.0296). We: conclude that paticnlS who are being fo llowed closely ·with 
SVE by dermatologislS bc:ClU.SC of high CM risk (or another skin dise:lSc) and who Qeveiop 
3. new primary eM are more likely to have Ic:s.s advanced tumors than patients who arc 
diagnosed with CM. on the flrst encounter. SVE may be an important intervention str.ltegy 
to reduce death from CM. 
